June 5th, 2021
14th Annual D-Day Match
In honor of the 77th anniversary of D-Day
And the greatest generation!
Battle Rifle Carbine WWII pistol
Machine Gun
Sniper
Garands
M-1
1911
Browning 1919A4 Vintage
G-43
Thompson Luger
MG42 in 7.62 x 51
1903
Any period Any Period
MG34 in 8 x 57 Mauser
P17/14
(no Turkish ammo)
Enfields
Mauser
91/30
Courses of Fire

Survival Shotgun
Combat
Sporting

Battle Rifle: 30 rounds. 10 - 300yd prone, 10 - 20oyd stand to prone, 10 – 100 yd standing to sitting
or kneeling. Garand and Bolt gun category.
Sniper Match: 1230 hrs Maximum of 15 rounds total, 300 yards prone, 200 yards and 100 yards.
Carbine: Maximum of 40 rounds total, 20rounds at 100 yards prone (2 minutes),
75 yards standing to sitting/kneeling (45 seconds), 50 yards standing (45 seconds).
Machine Gun Match: Due to Covid-19 this year,this component will be confined to shooting tripod
mounted machine guns. Commercial ammo only, .30 M2 Ball, 7.62 x 51 or 8 x 57 Mauser (no Turkish)
Machine gun rental $10.00 per 50 round belt
Pistol Match: 20 rounds, 4 trips through the hedgerows, 5 targets each trip ins 15 seconds.
Survival Shotgun: Maximum of 25 rounds, no larger than 7-1/2 shot. Trapped behind enemy lines
you must engage targets to survive!
Grenade Match: 5 rounds to knock out machine gun nests during the Battle of St. Lo.
Fired from 100 yard line on 200 yard range in conjunction with carbine course.
Cost: $10.00 first event, $5.00 event re-entry
Military uniforms (vintage or current) are encouraged.
A free hearty military style breakfast (S.O.S) will be served in the chow hall at
0800 hours. Colors at 0900. Matches will start at 1000 hours sharp. At
completion, a victory dinner of captured German bratwurst will be served.
Please bring your own German lager!
Sighters from 0900-1000 on 300 yard range.
Do not wait long to get your rifle dialed in.
Register the day of the event.
ALGC D-Day Match t-shirts will be available for $15
www.ashlandlakegunclub.org

